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PRESS RELEASE: 17th December 2020 

LOCATION: London, UK 

HN AND L2S2 COLLABORATE TO DELIVER AI SOLUTION FOR HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS 

HN and L2S2 Ltd announce their collaboration to deliver services that support the challenges of 

modern healthcare.  

L2S2’s Managed Medical Device Cloud (MMDC) provides HN with access to the highest levels of data 

security and medical device grade digital health solution. Coupled with HN’s evidence-based clinical 

interventions and proven AI capabilities in building predictive models on real-time operational data, 

patients and clinicians can have confidence in an effective remote healthcare delivery model. 

This technology forms the foundation of HN Virtual CARE – a virtual ward solution, providing NHS at 

home services. By using L2S2’s smart remote patient monitoring technology with clinical coaching, 

the service enables local NHS systems to deploy a staffed ‘out of the box’ virtual ward.   

The model is extensible and scalable, relevant for many pathways, particularly for same day 

emergency care or Oximetry at Home, where patients can be observed and supported at home. 

Adherence to medication and technological prescriptions is often poor, so with the combination of 

clinical expertise and technology, HN and L2S2 present compelling ready to deploy solutions.   

Coaching, supporting and educating patients to effectively self-monitor further enhances control 

over their own health.  

 

Mark England, HN’s CEO said: 

 

“Our partnership with L2S2 is proving to be extremely important. Their values are aligned with our 

own, with strong integrity and patient focus.  

L2S2’s approach to continual compliance within the healthcare domain is leading edge and the 

opportunity to work together means we can both achieve more. L2S2 have intuitive platforms that 

enable us to continue on our mission to support the NHS, empower patients and secure sustainable 

healthcare for all.” 

 

Jane Aldridge, L2S2’s Co-founder said: 

 

 “We are very pleased to be working with HN on this project. The combination of L2S2’s remote 

patient monitoring platform and HN’s clinical coaching enables this collaboration to deliver staffed 

virtual wards, which will help to reduce strain on the NHS while delivering a high level of care to 

patients. This is a solution of the future, delivered today.”  

 

 

Ends 

https://www.hn-company.co.uk/
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Notes to Editors 

1. About HN 

HN is a healthcare company that delivers AI guided case-finding, remote monitoring, clinical 

coaching and virtual ward solutions to the NHS 

We provide practical applications of population health management, going beyond just identifying 

high-cost, high-need patients and intervening to support them to improve their health outcomes 

and reduce their care consumption.  

The HN approach is unique. We blend our advanced data scientific and AI capabilities with digital 
services, which are delivered by highly experienced healthcare professionals. This provides the NHS 
and patients with integrated and comprehensive solutions. hn-company.co.uk 
 

2. About L2S2 

L2S2 specialises in regulatory compliant technology to enable rapid adoption of Digital Health 

Solutions.  Our mission is to transform digital healthcare by accelerating innovation and driving 

down lifetime data management and compliance costs. l2s2.com  

 

3. Contact 

For further information, contact Angela Bambridge  
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